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• Main domains: 

• Safety for citizens and workers

• Urban mobility: people, goods

• City Analytics

• With a common backbone related to information management 
systems turning raw data into knowledge used to drive decisions 
taken by human, machines and robots

EIT Digital Cities



SMART HELSINKI REGION





Helsinki

The most functional city in the world
through design, digitality and dialogue
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HELSINKI - City as a platform



SMART MOBILITY



MAAS

’MOBILITY AS A SERVICE’

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE FROM ALL AVAILABLE 

TRANSPORT OPTIONS ALWAYS THE ONE THAT 

BEST FIT YOUR NEEDS AT THAT TIME





EIT Digital: Last Mile Autonomous Delivery

- transparent and customized delivery experience
- faster and more reliable deliveries in a novel way

Consumers

- less congestion and pollution, resulting in more livable 
environment for citizens

Cities

- savings on last-mile deliveries of up to 40%

Retailers & Logistics



LEADING THE DATA-DRIVEN 
TRANSFORMATION





Harmonised APIs across cities

117 member cities from 24 countries
oascities.org



Human-centric data economy: MyData

● Human Centric: right to data, 

individual in control, privacy

● Usability of Data: machine 

readable, open formats, APIs, 

standards

● Open Business Environment:

interoperability, moving data 

between services





The Urban Platform – especially open data and 
open APIs – of Helsinki has been a critical enabling
factor for the local research and innovation
organisations and has contributed to and 
developed Smart Helsinki as one of the leading
smart cities in the world.

The Center of Excellence will develop a compatible
Urban Open Platform for Tallinn and merge the
two platforms into an interoperable Cross-Border
Urban Open Platform (UOP) that allows for the
sharing of open data, APIs and both cities smart
infrastructure and related platforms.

Via the CoE UOP.Lab, Estonian researchers, start-
ups and industries to collaborate with the Finnish
counterparts (and vice-versa) to develop their
solutions in a state-of-the-art smart city 
environment.



Thank you!


